Knowledge of the acoustic sampling volume is necessary in many quantitative applications of acoustics. In general, the sampling volume is not merely a characteristic of the transmitting and receiving transducers, but also depends on the concentration and scattering properties of the target, the kind of signal processing performed on the echo, and the detection threshold. These dependences are stated explicitly in formulas for the sampling volume and a differential measure, the effective equivalent beam angle. Numerical examples are given for dispersed or dense concentrations of both point scatterers and directional fish scatterers. Application of theory to optical and other remote sensing techniques is mentioned.
In the case of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as with acoustically powerful scatterers, the sampling volume may be identical to the available or accessible volume. However, in the case of low or marginal SNRs, the sampling volume will in general be less than the high-SNR volume. The reason is simply that some echoes from relatively weak scatterers, singly or aggregated, will lie below the detection threshold. This is not an academic situation either, for what technique in acoustics, or in science for that matter, is not at some time pushed to its limit: smaller, larger, weaker, stronger, thinner, denser, nearer, farther.
The problem of defining the acoustic sampling volume is especially timely in fisheries acoustics. Several years ago, when the Northeast Arctic cod (Gadus morhua) was surveyed during its annual migration to spawning grounds in Lofoten, the fish was observed at depths exceeding 400 m, which is much deeper than usual. Since the echo sounding equipment begins to be severely limited with respect to the detection of single cod at this range, only a fraction of the stock was registered, as was later demonstrated by the catch. Other evidence for the importance of sampling-volume considerations for cod has been presented by Ona. ]8
Defining the sampling volume for fish registration is also particularly illustrative for the general problem because of the involved scattering regime. This is characterized by size-wavelength ratios of about 1-100, which are due to the use of ultrasonic survey frequencies in the approximate range 30-200 kHz. Consequently, a scatterer that gives a strong echo when in one orientation may give a very weak or unobservable echo when in another, despite being in the same position in the beam. Differences in backscattering cross sections due to ordinary changes in tilt angle will moreover be slight for small size-wavelength ratios and potentially large for big ratios, thus nearly spanning the range of effects intrinsic to the scatterer itself.
The dependence of the sampling volume on the backscattering characteristics of observed fish, in addition to transducer properties, has already been recognized. ?'18-25 Dependence of the sampling volume on the minimum detectable signal level or so-called detection threshold has also been recognized. However, notwithstanding several different approaches to the problem, computations are scarce, and there is a distinct lack of concise or comprehensive expressions for the sampling volume or threshold effect.
A notable, overtly statistical approach to a different but related problem is that by Weimer and Ehrenberg. 26 For a given threshold, the effect on a distribution of target strengths is described by an integral. This is evaluated numerically for a specific normal target strength distribution for each of several thresholds.
The present approach attempts to address both the particular fisheries acoustics application and the more general problem of defining the sampling volume. Following a description of the first-order role of the sampling volume in two methods of scatterer density determination, the theory of the sampling volume is developed. General issues concerned with integration are discussed. The volume associated with acoustic sampling by fish is computed through a derived differential measure, the effective equivalent beam angle, for a particular computational model. This is intended both to illustrate the method of numerical evaluation and to reveal some important dependences of the sampling volume on the underlying scatterer characteristics. For generally directive scatterers with random orientations, echoes arising from the same scatterer at the same fixed position in space may or may not be registered. In a favorable orientation, for example, the scattering cross section cr may be so large that gb 2or exceeds t and the echo is registered. In an unfavorable orientation at the same position, gb 2or may be less than t, and the echo will not be regis- Table I for this is the range dependence ofg. For the same range, g for the single point scatterer is less than g for the layer of identical point scatterers, hence •b for the single-point scatterer exceeds that for the layer. If this result seems contrary in the context of overall backscattering strength, it must be remembered that the maximum detection range is assumed to be the same for the two scatterer types. This assumption is artificial for, all things being equal, the layer of identical scatterers would be detected at a greater range than the single scatterer would be. However, it was not felt necessary to illustrate this fact here.
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